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UG STAFF/STUDENT LIAISON COMMITTEE 2015/6 

 
 

MINUTES OF MEETING 4:  18 APRIL 2016 
for formal approval at Meeting 1 of 2016/7               
 
PRESENT: Sara Al Dada, David Bence, Rob Branston, Sam Brill, Harry Cobbold, Philip Cooper, Yannis Dimitroulas, 
Sara El Hamidi, Erin Hawker, Jane Hunt (Secretary), Diana Moore, Lidia Petrovici, Lynda Porter, Shresht Prakash, 
Ekaterina Rasouli, Helen Rhodes, Emma Robinson, Jens Roehrich, Eliza Shaw, Laura Stubbs, Max Teichert,  
Catherine Lei Zhu. 
In attendance: Ben Smith (representing Matt Rusling), Claire Martin (Undergraduate Office). 

PARA  ACTION 
037 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Florence Bares, Audrey Dong, Georgia Hall, Nick Kinnie, Matt Rusling, Beanie Watson, Lucy 
Woodcock, Jack Kitchen and Anne-Dauphine Lostier (School Reps); Zeynep Yalabik.  
Margaret Greenwood had been invited to the meeting but also gave her apologies for 
absence.  

 

038 MINUTES OF LAST MEETING (Paper 019) 
The minutes of Meeting 3 (22 February 2016) were accepted as a true record with no 
amendments. 

 

039 MATTERS ARISING, INCLUDING ACTIONS ON ITEMS RAISED AT PREVIOUS SSLC MEETINGS 
Para 017 - Offer Holder Open Day update: Diana Moore said these had been very successful, 
with excellent feedback. 326 offer holders attended (759 visitors in total).  One event had 
been on a Saturday for the first time – to be repeated in 2017.  Splitting applicants and 
parents for tours had gone down well.   The 63 student helpers had done a great job.    Next 
year there would be 6–7 events (3-4 for individual programmes and 3 joint events). She 
thanked everyone and asked Reps to pass on thanks to student helpers in their cohorts.  

Para 027 - Exam Timetables: David Bence said that scheduling of core unit exams for SoM 
students on consecutive days could occur again in Semester 2, since no changes in our 
requirements had been passed on to the Centre.  However, we might ask for future changes 
and the University calendar might also offer more flexibility in January 2017.   He had talked 
to the SoM Assessments Office regarding the difficulties, particularly for students with 
certain core and optional units.    Rob Branston added that this was especially difficult for 
BBA students because of the number of optional units.  However, there were many 
constraints around exam timetabling - although it was possible the University would change 
the formula of exams.    There were no comments on the above.  
 
Para 029 - Proposed changes to MN20080: Lynda Porter said that Year 2 Reps had expressed 
concern about this change.  At SLTQC on 2 March, the amount of group work in Year 2 had 
also been raised.   Because of these concerns, research was being done into the issue.  
Students had been given assurances regarding assignment of pairs, dealing with problems, 
mark allocations etc.  This had been put to the lecturers as well and at the last SLTQC it had 
been agreed to proceed.       Lynda said she would continue to make such reviews. 
 
Para 033 – Mentoring: Eliza Shaw asked the Year 1 Reps to remind their cohorts about the 
Mentoring Schemes.    Recruiting/training for next year’s mentors had taken place in the last 
few weeks – a very good response.  She and Laura would be working with the newly 
recruited Lead Peer Mentors to enhance the Mentoring Programmes.  She thanked all 
concerned. 
 
Para 034 – National Student Survey: David Bence said the response rate was improving but 
still not as high as hoped for (about 60%, compared to 75% last year).  The Chair asked Reps 
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to push this forward over the next 2 weeks to increase response rates.  
 
Para 035 – Qualtrics: David Bence said 3 packages suitable for FYP work were used by the 
University (SPS, NVivo and Qualtrics).  However, both Anna Bucknell in the SU and BUCS had 
confirmed there was no student training budget (students usually did self-training via You-
tube etc.)   However, since the School held a budget he would follow this up with next year’s 
FYP convenor in case training could be provided.    Rob Branston added that the current 
convenor was aware of this and was researching alternatives, including Library refresher 
courses.  He also said that some support work was covered in earlier BBA projects, but was 
not always accessed by the students. 
The Chair said that instructional material would supplement ‘self-teaching’.    There were 
also resources on the Bath website but students had to know how to access the right 
materials.  
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040 CHAIR’S BUSINESS 
UGSSLC Personnel Changes: The Chair recorded thanks to Jane Hill who had retired, and 
welcomed Helen Rhodes in her place as Library Staff Representative.      He also welcomed 
Philip Cooper to his first UGSSLC meeting. 
2016-7 Unit self-selections were available online until 27 April.  He asked the Reps to remind 
their cohorts to select their units in good time. 
Semester 2 Unit Evaluations were currently live.  He asked Reps to encourage their cohorts 
to complete them, as the resulting data were very valuable in improving student experience.  
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041 CHANGES TO PROGRAMME AND UNITS - Standing item (Paper 020) 
Rob Branston said all 3 changes were for BBA - amending the Project units in Years 2, 3 and 
4 to Designated Essential Units (DEUs).  This was the final part of the process explained at 
the last meeting, in order to allow students to retrieve these units on an individual basis if 
their Academic Progression required it.  

 
 
 
 
 

042 EXTERNAL EXAMINERS’ REPORTS (Paper 021) 
The final 4 response letters from Meeting 3 had now been sent by Nick Kinnie.  

 
 

043 ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE FEEDBACK POLICY (Papers 022 a and b) 
Philip Cooper said that the main development this year had been exam feedback.  As well as  
students being able to ask for individual feedback if they were required to retrieve, they 
could now request it if they had ‘substantial concerns’ (eg their exam performance was out 
of line with coursework or performance on other units to a difference of 2 degree 
classifications or more.)  
 
David Bence said that Catherine Zhu had recently queried the exam feedback policy 
following her Exchange in Sydney (initially on the Agenda for this meeting under AOB).  They 
and some other Exchange partners had a broader policy of reviewing exam scripts with 
students, compared to Bath.  Catherine said she believed the Sydney system was better as 
the feedback was available to all students.    Philip Cooper said that with our large class sizes 
it was a longstanding issue of practicality and would be too time-consuming.   He would 
report the concern but it was unlikely the current system could be changed.  
 
Rob Branston and Philip Cooper drew attention to the generic feedback put on Moodle by 
unit convenors. All the unit’s students could access it, although it appeared not all students 
were aware of this.   Its provision was University policy and if any lecturers did not make the 
feedback available Reps should report it to their DoS. 
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044 ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE PERSONAL TUTOR SYSTEM (Paper 023) 
Margaret Greenwood (Senior Tutor) was unable to attend the Meeting but had provided her 
Annual Review. 
Rob Branston said the School was aware of the shortcomings.  A pilot scheme being carried 
out by Margaret with some members of the AFL Division was yielding promising results.   
Having taken part, Philip Cooper believed the pilot had been rigorous and carefully 
monitored. Some variability in practices had been discovered which needed to be 
highlighted and improved. 
A system of recording Tutor/Tutee meetings on the system had also been suggested.  This 
was already done for PGR students. 
 
 

 
 
 



045 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES REPORTS ON STUDENT SURVEY RESULTS (Paper 024) 
Philip Cooper said these Reports had been presented to SLTQC, although most of the results 
were drawn from PG students rather than UG.  Space pressure in the Library was a main 
concern (although the SoM response was more positive than some departments) and  
ULTQC had commissioned a separate report about it.    
Helen Rhodes said the Library was concerned about the slight slippage - several 
recommendations from the Action Plan had been implemented.  70 extra seats were now 
available – small but significant.  A meeting room on level 4 had been opened up for student 
use and the Operational Services Manager had given up his office for 6 – 7 students to study 
in.  The Chair said the new study space in Bath might help. 

 
 
 
 

046 UGSSLC ANNUAL REPORT 
The Secretary said every SSLC was required to submit a report of its activities over the year 
to the Students’ Union (and thence to other Committees).   This involved completing a pro-
forma document with summaries of issues discussed/actions taken.  She was happy to 
prepare this and submit it by the deadline date.  
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047 GRADUATION CELEBRATION EVENTS 
Diana Moore said that the annual drinks reception/prizegiving events would take place on 
29 June, in a marquee in Victoria Park – a pleasant venue with staff, students and their 
guests attending.   BBA and BAF (10 am graduation) would have their event 12 - 1.30 pm.  
IMML (12:30 pm graduation) would have theirs 2 – 3:30 pm.     Reception Invitations would 
be sent out in the next couple of weeks. 
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048 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
Exam Review Sessions – covered under 043 above. 
Trial of new Library statistics database (Statista) - Helen Rhodes said this was taking place 
until 15 May.  Accessed by a picture link on the Library home page and contained very useful 
data. 
Trial of new marketing database (Ibisworld) from Monday 25 April- details to be sent out.  
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049 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
There was no further business and the meeting closed at 2:05 pm.  Being the last meeting of  
2015/6, the Chair thanked everyone for attending over the year. 

 

 


